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Why Europe's All at Sea
Greece, Italy and Spain
are just beginning to grapple
with large numbers of migrants.
So far, they're failing

Millions of migrants have
arrived in Greece, Italy and
Spain over the past decade.
To avoid serious social
problems, those countries
need to do a better job of
making them feel welcome
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MMIGRANTS HAVE BEEN MAKING

their way to Europe for tens of thousands of years. The first modern
humans—the first real immigrants
came north from Africa through the
Middle East. Since then, periodic waves of
migrants have helped redefine Europe's
population, its food, its knowledge. After
World War II, most migrants headed to
northern Europe but as the south has prospered over the past zo years, it has drawn in
growing numbers of people looking for a
better life. By the mid-z000s, migrants headed for southern Europe accounted for more
than 6o% of the continent's new arrivals.
They swung the hammers during Spain's
construction boom, changed diapers in
Greece and worked Italy's fields.
European immigration policy has become more bureaucratic over the years. In
the south, where enforcement of rules has
been more lax and informal economies are
large, working illegally is often easier than
getting proper permits.
The economic crisis will slow the flow
but is unlikely to undo the demographic
shift, not least because the birthrate among
immigrants is much higher than the general population's. "If there's a lesson that can
be learned from the northern European experience, it's that temporary migrants tend
to remain," says Joaquin Arango, professor
of sociology at the Complutense University
of Madrid. Here's another: when a society
marginalizes its newest members, trouble
ensues. Southern Europe needed its immigrants. Now it needs to find a place for
them. TIME takes a look at three countries
just beginning to grapple with that fact.

ITALY
Denial and Anger
WHEN HUNDREDS OF AFRICAN IIVIIV11-

grants rioted in the southern Italian city
of Rosarno last month, the world got a
glimpse of a very different Italy from the
one pictured in the tourist brochures.
Overturned cars, shattered shop windows
and street battles are a far cry from tranquil villages on a Tuscan hillside.
Another contradiction uncovered by
the violence is much more fundamental,
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and it has less to do with how Italy is perceived by outsiders than with how Italians
themselves view their nation. As a country, Italy is becoming increasingly multiethnic, as immigrants from Africa, China,
Eastern Europe and the Middle East arrive
to work jobs locals refuse to take. But as
a society, Italians have been slow to acknowledge the change.
Demographically, Italy is transforming
faster than almost anywhere else in Europe.
Last year, according to the Catholic charity
Caritas, the percentage of noncitizen residents in the country-7.2%—was greater
than Britain's. And that's not counting the
country's illegal population, estimated
at well over half a million. In a country
where the native-born population is aging

rapidly, i in 6 babies delivered in 2008 was
born to a foreign-passport holder. La dolce
vita is also becoming more dependent on
immigrants and their labor. The International Organization for Migration (IOM)
estimates that foreign workers account
for 9% of Italy's annual GDP. They pick
the fruit in the country's orchards, staff its
restaurants and workshops, and look after
its young and elderly. "If all the migrants
just stopped working now, the Italian economic system would collapse," says IOM
spokesman Flavio Di Giacomo.
Yet the country retains an intensely
prescriptive streak. Rigid codes of behavior govern everything from how to dress
to the proper time of day to drink a cappuccino. Far from being a melting pot,

"You have no contract—no rights," Gatti
says. "So if they don't pay you, you cannot
go to the police."
The international aid group Doctors
Without Borders—best known for its work
in war zones considers the conditions so
bad that it runs a clinic catering to workers
who live in abandoned factories with no access to running water or health care. "This
is a neglected population, and they are the
victims of exploitation and violence," says
Sophie Baylac, who coordinates the group's
migrant programs in Europe. "The situation... is a symptom of the ongoing neglect
suffered by seasonal migrants."
Despite that neglect, or perhaps because of it, immigration has become a hot
button issue in Italy. A poll last year found
that 69% of the country considered immigration a top priority, more than twice
the continental average. So far, the discussion has been monopolized by the antiimmigrant Northern League Party, which
has ridden to electoral success by focusing
on crowded boatloads of illegals and the
links between foreigners and criminality.
With the left largely silent, many voters
see the Northern League's rhetoric as the
only serious attempt to tackle the issue.
"The fear of immigrants isn't something
the League has instilled," says Giancarlo
Giorgetti, a Northern League parliamentarian. "We are the mirror of the Italian
society. It's the culture of this country that
wants to close itself to the outside."
Last summer, the Italian government,
in which the Northern League plays a
central role, made irregular migration
a finable crime and tripled the period—
to six months—that immigrants can be
detained before deportation. In January,
it announced it would cap the number of
foreign students in the country's schools
and universities at 300/0.
Rosarno, Italy Until violent clashes with locals forced them out, hundreds of immigrants
Yet such policies address only part of
lived in this deserted factory, which served as a labor market for farmers
the challenge, and ignore the fact that immigrants now play a huge role in the ItalItaly remains a three-course meal, with of the clash's first victims. "I didn't do ian economy. Italians don't like to think
the pasta carefully segregated from the anything, and they shot me." By the end they're racist, but it would be hard to find a
appetizer and main course and no place of the weekend, nearly 70 people—most dark-skinned resident who agrees. In many
for a bowl of hummus or plate of egg rolls. of them migrant workers—had been in- ways the country needs to shift its efforts
"People now accept that immigrants are jured. The Pope called for tolerance and from keeping immigrants out to finding a
here," says Giuseppe Sciortino, a sociology the government evacuated about r,000 way to fit them in. "We're creating a group
professor at the University of Trento. "But immigrants to neighboring cities to en- of people who are heavily marginalized
and will react the way that marginalized
sure their safety.
they're still in denial that they are a pres
The region of Calabria, where Rosarno people react," says Sciortino.
ence that will change Italy forever."
Take the official response to the vioIn some places, the denial is turning to is located, makes up the toe of Italy's boot.
anger. The violence in Rosarno erupted on Seasonal migrants—mostly from Africa lence in Rosarno, wl lich was sadly familiar.
Jan. 7 after two immigrants were shot by and Eastern Europe—have long worked Italian Interior Minister Roberto Maroni,
white men with pellet guns. The town's in the citrus orchards there. The hours are a prominent Northern League politician,
immigrants responded by burning cars long and the wages often less than $30 a day. blamed it on his country's lax approach to
and vandalizing shops, prompting retal- When Fabrizio Gatti, a journalist for Italian undocumented workers. "For years illegal
iatory attacks by residents. "It's racism news weekly L'Espresso, posed as a migrant immigration—which feeds criminal activagainst blacks," says Yakuba Camara, a worker in 2006, he uncovered a world where ities—has been tolerated and nothing ef2 25-year-old immigrant from Guinea, one
beatings and exploitation were common. fective has ever been done about it," he said.
-
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Never mind that the IOM estimates that
at least half of the evacuated workers now
detained in reception centers held regular
working papers. When activist groups announced that the country's migrants might
strike on March I, Maroni responded that
any illegal aliens found in the piazzas that
day would be arrested and expelled.
There's another way. Domenico Lucano,
mayor of Riace, a hilltop village 37 miles
(6o km) east of Rosarno on the other side of
the rugged mountains, offered to take in
the most wounded migrants. "What hap
pened in Rosarno left us without words,"
he says. "A piece of paper can't make the
difference between being a man or not."
Riace—a cluster of tiled-roof buildings
overlooking the Ionian Sea has spent
the past decade actively seeking out immigrants in an attempt to revitalize itself.
Ten years ago, the small village in one of
the poorest parts of the country was rapidly depopulating. Houses stood empty.
Businesses struggled to survive. "Riace
was dying," says Antonio Chillino, a town
butcher. "The young were leaving. We
started to ask, What now? Do we close and
relocate somewhere else?"
It was then that Lucano—elected mayor
in 2004—began recruiting new residents,
taking advantage of a government integration program to bring in refugees who had
passed through Italy's detention system. "A
place of homes without inhabitants met a
group of people without houses," he says.
Riace is now home to more than 4o immigrants and their families, and last month
along with two neighboring communities,
the town began accepting 180 Palestinians from a camp on the Syria–Iraq border.
"People here understand that the refugees
can be a resource, and not a menace," says
Cosimo Curiale, who runs the village's immigration program. "With the arrival of
the immigrants came children, and they
saved the schools. Teachers are hired. The
butchers work more. The grocer works
more. The tobacco shop works more."
Unfortunately, Riace remains the exception. And while the town's cobblestone
walkways may ring with the shouts of children, Lucano's project is far from sustainable. It relies on government funding to
provide its new residents with a livelihood.
Victims of this month's violence have also
begun to arrive ("If I can find work, I will
stay," says one), but the town is unlikely to
take in more than half a dozen or receive
funding to maintain them. Meanwhile,
the old olive-oil factory in Rosarno where
several hundred immigrants once squatted has been abandoned. Dark smears just
outside the gates mark the spots where
fires burned. Inside the buildings, clothes
hang across machinery. A pair of chick-

-
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ens scratch between tents on the concrete
floor. There are signs of a community—
chairs set up as if for a meeting. One room
looks like it served as a church; hand-inked
posters praising Jesus adorn the wall.
In the nearby orchards, immigrants
from North Africa and Eastern Europe
pick fruit under much the same conditions as the people they replaced. And,
says Despina Ivasenco, a Rosarno-based
immigrant advocate, some of the original
African laborers have already returned.
"The orange harvest continues," she says.
With roughly a quarter of Italy's GDP coming from the informal sector, irregular migration is nearly impossible to control. "It's
very difficult to crack down on illegal immigrants because it means cracking down
on one of the key structures of the Italian
economy," says Sciortino. —BY STEPHAN
FARIS/ROME

SPAIN
In a Classroom, a Ray of Hope
ON A RECENT JANUARY MORNING IN COR

just outside Barcelona, eight chil
dren are hard at work painting pictures
of Planet Earth. Their classroom looks
normal enough: student artwork covers
the brightly painted walls and cartoonfestooned backpacks dangle from the
chairs. But teacher Sabina Esteve has
a special challenge: in addition to mak
ing sure her charges paint inside the
lines and clean their brushes, she has to
ensure that they understand even the
nella,

-
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A Change of Place
The proportion of migrants in Greece,
Italy and Spain has skyrocketed over
the past two decades.
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Tough Move Time.com
For more pictures of immigrants
in southern Europe, go to

time.com/europe_immigration

simplest instructions. After all, most of
her students have been in Spain for only
a few weeks. Cornelia is the latest city in
the region of Catalonia to open an Educational Welcome Space (or EBE; officials
are careful not to call it a school). Intended
to help immigrant children learn the basics of the Catalan language and adjust to
their new surroundings before beginning
school proper, these centers represent the
best chance Catalonia—where roughly
15% of the population is foreign-bornhas for successfully integrating its immigrant children. "We needed to create
a first arrival point, not only for the children, but for their families," says Ernest
Maragall, councillor for education in
Catalonia's government.
Until the recession, that need was
growing fast. In 1997, the number of
foreigners living in Spain was just over
500,000; II years later it was 5.3 million,
out of a total population of 46 million. In
2008, Spain received the highest number
of immigrants of any state in the European Union except Italy. Although it has
largely managed to avoid the outbreaks
of xenophobia and immigrant violence
that have erupted in other countries,
Spain still struggles to integrate its
immigrant population.
Take education. The number of schools
with foreign-born populations of 3o% or
more has risen, and although studies on
the effects of that concentration are few,
one report from the Madrid-based think
tank the Royal Elcano Institute found a
clear correlation between high levels of
foreign-born students and poor academic
performance. Based on that data, argues
author Hector Cebolla, "the breach fin performance] between an elementary school
that has no immigrants versus one where
all the students were born outside Spain is
25%." And the gap doesn't lessen with age:
only 1.5% of current university students
were born outside the E.U.
Immigration has altered what goes
on inside the classroom for both the foreign- and native-born. Because immigrant
children are placed in school regardless of
the time of year they arrive, instructors
find themselves having to interrupt the
regular curriculum to attend to the needs
of their newest students. As one history
teacher, whose class in 2007 began with
17 students and ended with 28, told El Pals

Senegalese migrant Mukomba works to separate scrap which he will sell to a
Barcelona,
metal buyer. The recession has forced thousands of migrants to leave Spain; many more remain

Puglia, Italy Immigrants from West Africa labor in a tomatofield. Agriculture is one of the
principal employers ofmigrants in southern Italy
TIME March 1, 2010
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newspaper, "It's impossible to work that
way. According to the syllabus, I was supposed to end with the rogos, but we never
got past the Russian Revolution."
The 21 students enrolled in Cornella's
EBE come from countries as diverse as
China, Ecuador, India and Morocco. None
speaks Catalan, the primary language of
instruction, and some have never been
in school before. "Here, we can tailor lessons to the individual and teach them
language through activities, rather than
focusing on subject, verb, adverb," says
Dolors Pijuan, director of Cornella's center. The center also reaches out to the parents of students, offering programs that
help them register for health care or show
them how to navigate a supermarket.
Some trade unions and civil rights
groups have denounced the welcome spaces. "[The centers] stigmatize the students
and their families," says Begoria Sanchez,
spokesperson for SOS Racisme. "Separating these students is not integrating them,
it's segregating them." When the city of
Vic, an hour north of Barcelona, inaugurated its EBE in 2008, it sparked protests
from immigrant groups themselves. But 18
months later, says alderwoman Ana Erra,
the controversy has largely disappeared.

`The law is
completely racist.
You can't expect a
child who grew up
here to go back to
their country.'
-HAWA SANKOH, SIERRA LEONEAN
IMMIGRANT IN ATHENS

"No one is happier with the EBE than the
people who use it," she says. "Parents who
have had one child go through it always
want their other kids enrolled. Sometimes
they even try to convince us to take children who are too young."
Once children graduate, they are distributed through Vic's public schools,
which prevents the level of foreign-born
students in any school from breaking
30%. Parents are paired with native-born
"mentors" who introduce them to such
concepts as what snacks to bring to a
school party. "We'll know we've been successful if, ro years down the line, 15% of
our university students are immigrants,"
says Maragall.
If only all of Spain embraced the concept. Dressed in a red tracksuit for his
second day at Cornella's EBE, Moroccanborn Hafid, 8, is momentarily flummoxed
when his teacher asks him to fetch the
24

black paint. Esteve repeats the instructions carefully and suddenly Hafid's face
lights up. "Negre," he says, smiling, as he
brings the correct bottle to his classmates.
-BY LISA ABEND/CORNELLA

GREECE
Progress, Backlash
HAWA SANKOH SPEAKS GREEK TO HER TWO

daughters, except, she admits, when she's
angry. Then she sometimes slips back into
the pidgin of her native Sierra Leone, but
with mixed success. "They understand
pidgin, but not so well," she sighs.
For r6-year-old Fatma, who goes by the
Greek name Stephania, and Marie, 14, both
born in Athens, Sierra Leone is a war-torn
place they've only seen in documentaries
and heard about from family members.
But in the eyes of the Greek state—and
most Greeks they're still just temporary
visitors to their adopted country. "The law
is completely racist," says Sankoh, who
moved to Greece 23 years ago, but like her
two daughters, is still caught in an endless
cycle of two-year-long residence permits.
"You can't expect a child who grew up here
... to go back to their country. The children,
they are just like the Greek children."
The Greek government agrees and has
proposed legislation to address the problem. George Papandreou, the Socialist
Prime Minister who was elected last October, has promised to grant citizenship
to an estimated 250,000 children of migrants who were either born or educated in
Greece, some of whom are currently stateless. Papandreou knows what it's like to be
an outsider—although his father and his
grandfather were both Greek Prime Ministers, he was born in the U.S. and spent
most of his youth abroad. He has made improving Greece's dire immigration record
a priority and says giving citizenship to
"second-generation migrants," as they're
called, is an issue of basic human rights.
The proposal has triggered a fierce backlash and sparked a long-overdue debate
about what it means to be Greek. Rightwing parties have been the most vocal opponents of the plan, claiming the Greek
people are a distinct race directly descended
from the residents of ancient Athens and
Sparta, and bound together by a common
culture and the Greek Orthodox Church.
But there's also a growing unease among
everyday Greeks about the flood of new
immigrants and the challenges they pose
to the country's tight-knit, family-oriented
society. When the government posted the
draft citizenship law online, thousands of
comments poured in. "Someone who is not
of the Greek race cannot call themselves a
Greek," wrote one person. "You are born

Greek," said another. "You don't become
Greek." The pressure prompted Papandreou
to water down his initial proposal.
Immigration is new to Greece, a country
whose people emigrated en masse throughout much of the loth century. So new, in
fact, that until iggr, the country used a law
written in the I920S to address the influx of
Christians from Turkey after World War I.
But one look at Sankoh's apartment building shows the changes that have taken
place since the 19905. Ten years ago, most of
the residents were Greek. Today, the names
on the intercom buttons are Bangladeshi,
Bulgarian and Ugandan.
Noncitizens now make up more than
ro% of Greece's population. The vast majority of these new arrivals come from
neighboring Balkan countries, especially

Samos, Greece An Afghan man holds his child up inside a reception centerfor illegal
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migrants. Those entering Greece comefrom as far away as Afghanistan, Iraq and Somalia

Albania But in the last few years, Greece
has also seen a surge of illegal immigrants
from Africa and Asia, most of whom set off
from Turkey in tiny boats and wash up on
one of Greece's many islands. During the
first half of 2009, almost a quarter of all
European arrests of illegal immigrants
took place in Greece—more than any other
single country and twice that of Italy.
Without a coherent immigration strategy in place, the government has been
overwhelmed by the volume of people. The
country's detention centers have spaces for
only 1, 000 people, but more than 95,000
undocumented migrants came in the first
nine months of 2009 alone. Most new arrivals are simply held for a short period before
being released with a paper telling them to
leave in a month. There's also a backlog of
TIME
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42,000 unprocessed asylum claims, not to
mention the thousands more people who
have not yet been able to submit their applications. The chaotic system has created
a vast underworld of migrants who are living in legal limbo on society's fringe and
are turning parts of Athens into crime- and
drug ridden slums. Young African prostitutes are so ubiquitous now that Sankoh's
daughters say they are frequently offered
money by Greek men on the streets.
The new government recognizes the
depth of the problems and has begun revamping the asylum system and trying to
rein in police abuse, says Michalis Chrysochoidis, the minister responsible for im
migration issues. But Chrysochoidis says
the country will also tighten its borders,
as well as build new detention centers and

-

step up deportations, to send the message
that Greece is no longer open to everyone.
"Greece is facing a huge problem," he says.
"You have to manage thousands of human
souls with respect to human dignity, human rights, freedoms. And on the other
hand you cannot host all these thousands
of people because we are a small country."
While human-rights groups laud the
government's intentions, they warn that a
failure to tackle the immigration problem,
combined with the current economic crisis
engulfing Greece, could be explosive. "The
climate in Athens is just getting worse and
worse," says Alexia Vassiliou, a lawyer with
the Greek Council for Refugees. "We've
got to do something to relieve some of the
pressure that's building up." BY NICOL E
ITANO/ATHENS
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